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Generating Referring Expressions in a Multimodal Context
An empirically oriented approach
Ielka van der Sluis and Emiel Krahmer
Computational Linguistics, Tilburg University
IPO, Center for User-System Interaction, Eindhoven University of Technology
Abstract
In this paper an algorithm for the generation of referring expressions in a multimodal setting
is presented. The algorithm is based on empirical studies of how humans refer to objects
in a shared workspace. The main ingredients of the algorithm are the following. First,
the addition of deictic pointing gestures, where the decision to point is determined by two
factors: the effort of pointing (measured in terms of the distance to and size of the target
object) as well as the effort required for a full linguistic description (measured in terms of
number of required properties and relations). Second, the algorithm explicitly keeps track
of the current focus of attention, in such a way that objects which are closely related to
the object which was most recently referred to are more prominent than objects which are
farther away. To decide which object are ‘closely related’ we make use of the concept of
perceptual grouping. Finally, each object in the domain is assigned a three-dimensional
salience weight indicating whether it is linguistically and/or inherently salient and whether
it is part of the current focus of attention. The resulting algorithm is capable of generating a
variety of referring expressions, where the kind of NP is co-determined by the accessibility
of the target object (in terms of salience), the presence or absence of a relatum as well as
the possible inclusion of a pointing gesture.
1 Introduction
The generation of referring expressions is one of the most common tasks in natural
language generation. It is arguably also one of the most clearly defined ones:
given a target objectr and its properties, decide what is the best way to refer to
r in the current context. In the past decade a number of algorithms for deciding
on the form and/or content of a referring expression have been proposed (each
given its own interpretation of what “the best way” is; computationally efficient,
minimal, brief, etc.). Of these algorithms, the Incremental Algorithm of Dale
& Reiter (1995) is generally accepted as the state of the art. The Incremental
Algorithm is aimed at determining the content of adistinguishing description, that
is: a definite description which is an accurate description of the target objectr
but not of any other object in the current domain of conversation. According to
Dale & Reiter, the Incremental Algorithm has at least two important properties:
(i) it is computationally attractive, because it has a polynomial complexity and is
fast, and (ii ) it is psychologically realistic, because it appears that humans produce
distinguishing descriptions in a similar way as the Incremental Algorithm.
In recent years, various extensions of the Incremental Algorithm have been
proposed. Horacek (1997) discusses a version which directly incorporates linguis-
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tic realization in the algorithm. Van Deemter (2001) presents a number of formal
extensions to the Incremental Algorithm, concerned with, for instance, the gener-
ation of “vague” descriptions (‘the large mouse’) and the interaction with plurals
(‘the large mice’). Krahmer & Theune (1998, 1999) (see also Theune 2000) of-
fer an account of the role of context for the generation of referring expressions,
and address a number of extensions required for the embedding of the Incremental
Algorithm in a full fledged (spoken) natural language generation system. Most of
these extensions explicitly aim at keeping the attractive properties of the Incremen-
tal Algorithm (in particular, speed, complexity and psychological plausibility).
In this paper, we discuss a further extension of the Incremental Algorithm,
namely the generation ofmultimodalreferring expressions: natural language re-
ferring expression which may include deictic, pointing gestures. There are at least
two motivations for such an extension. First of all, in various situations a purely
linguistic description can simply be too complex, for instance because the domain
contains many highly similar objects. In that case, including a deictic, pointing
gesture may be the most efficient way of singling out the target referent. The sec-
ond reason is that when looking at human communication it soon becomes clear
that referring expressions which include pointing gestures are very common (as-
suming, of course, that speaker and hearer can both directly perceive the domain
of communication). Since our aim is to generate descriptions in a realistic way, it
seems expedient to include such pointing gestures.
As the foundation of our enterprise we use the extended version of the In-
cremental Algorithm by Krahmer & Theune (1999). The multimodal extensions
to this algorithm which we propose are based on empirical studies of how human
speakers refer to objects in a shared work-space (Piwek et al. 1995, Cremers 1996,
Beun & Cremers 1998). The main ingredients of our algorithm are the following.
To begin with, we define a function which determines whether a pointing gesture
is felicitous given the current context. This decision is based on two factors: the
effort required for producing a pointing gesture and the effort required for a full
linguistic description. Second, the algorithm explicitly tracks the focus of atten-
tion. Objects which are ‘closely related’ (in a way which we make precise below)
to the most recent target object are taken to be moresali ntthan objects which are
not in the current focus space. Finally, we distinguish various reasons for which
a particular object might be more salient than others. To do so, we define a three-
dimensional notion of salience, combining focus space salience with linguistic
salience and inherent salience. The last form of salience applies to objects which
stand out perceptually with respect to the rest of the domain.1
1Various other algorithms for the generation of referring expressions in a multimodal setting have
been proposed (for instance, Reithinger 1992, Claassen 1992, Huls et al. 1995, Cohen 1984, Salmon-
Alt & Romary 2000). Of these, Salmon-Alt & Romary (2000) is closest in spirit to the current paper.
Salmon-Alt & Romary also take the Incremental Algorithm as their starting point, and argue for an
empirical, corpus-based approach. However, they concentrate on using information from different
sources (discourse, perception, gestures) to restrict the context set of the Incremental Algorithm (in a
similar way as done by Krahmer & Theune 1998, 1999). Contrary to the current paper, they do not
address the question how the integration of such sources of information may be used for the actual
generationof multimodal descriptions which combine language and gesture. Of the other cited works,
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The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe the Incremen-
tal Algorithm. In section 3 we summarize the main empirical findings regarding
object reference in a multimodal environment and discuss the repercussions these
have for the generation of multimodal descriptions. Then, in section 4 we show
how the empirical rules can be captured in a formal and computational manner.
Section 5 contains a sketch of the full algorithm, illustrated with a worked exam-
ple.
2 The Incremental Algorithm of Dale & Reiter
The aim of Dale & Reiter’s Incremental Algorithm (henceforth referred to as the D
& R algorithm) is to efficiently generate adistinguishingdescription; a description
that is applicable to the current object and not to any other object in the domain
of conversation. Objects in a domain can be characterized in terms of a set of
attribute-value pairs corresponding to their properties. For example, the objects in
Figure 1 can be characterized as follows:
d1 〈 type, block〉 〈 color, white〉 〈 shape, square〉 〈 size, small〉
d2 〈 type, block〉 〈 color, black〉 〈 shape, square〉 〈 size, small〉








Figure 1: “the large black block”
One of the distinguishing properties of the Dale & Reiter algorithm is its use of a
list of preferred attributes. In this list the properties relevant for the domain are
ordered according to the preference that human speakers and hearers have when
discussing objects in that particular domain. The exact ordering of properties for a
particular domain is an empirical matter. However, some general trends exists. For
instance, speakers have a general preference forabsoluteproperties such ascolor
andshape, overrelativeproperties such assize. This may be explained by the fact
that relative properties are less easily observed and always require inspection of
other objects in the domain.2
The input of the D & R algorithm consists of thetarget objectr and adistractor
set, wherer is the object to be described and where the distractor set contains all
the objects in the domain exceptr itself. The D & R algorithm essentially iterates
through the list of preferred attributes, adding a property to the description forr
the approach advocated here agrees most with Reithinger in that it focusses on multimodal generation
in a way which models human behavior.
2For empirical evidence see e.g., Pechmann (1989) and Beun & Cremers (1998).
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only if it rules out one or more of the objects in the distractor set not previously
ruled out. Moreover, Dale & Reiter make the assumption that the propertytype
should always be included in a distinguishing description even if it has no discrim-
inating power (i.e., even if it did not rule out distractors). The D & R algorithm
terminates when the distractor set is empty (success) or when all the properties of
r have been checked (failure).
As an example reconsider Figure 1, and suppose that we apply the D & R
algorithm to the object marked with a∗ (d3). This implies that the distractor set
contains the other two objects in this particular domain,d1 andd2. For the time
being, let us assume that the list of preferred attributes is〈 type, color, shape, size〉.
First, the algorithm finds that the propertytypeis not alone sufficient to distinguish
∗ (it rules out no distractors). Second, by including the property〈 color, black〉 in
the set of selected properties, the algorithm can remove the white blockd1 from the
distractor set. Still the set of remaining distractors is not empty. Third, the attribute
shapehas no effect on the set of remaining distractors (sinced2 andd3 have the
same shape). Fourth, the algorithm can use the relative attributesizeto empty the
distractor set. Finally, the D & R algorithm checks whether thetypeproperty was
included, and since this was not the case, it is added to the set of distinguishing
properties of∗ after all. The set of selected properties can now linguistically be
realized by the distinguishing description “the large black block”. Note that the D
& R algorithm does not itself output this linguistic description, rather it feeds the
selected properties to a linguistic realizer.
Krahmer & Theune (1998, 1999) provide a number of extensions to the basic
D & R algorithm. To begin with, they introduce a notion of linguistic context.
The idea is that once an object has been mentioned, it is linguistically salient and
re-referring to this object can be done using a reduced, anaphoric description. Lin-
guistic salience is modelled using as lience weight function, according to which a
salience weight is added to each object in the domain of conversation. With these
additional salience weights the distractor set can be specified as the set that con-
tains all the objects in the domain having a salience weighthigher than or equal
to the target object. This implies that when the target object is somehow salient,
the search space is reduced. Hence, generally fewer properties will be required
to empty the distractor set. Moreover Krahmer & Theune (1999) extend the D &
R algorithm with the possibility of including relations, so that an object can be
described in terms of its relations to other objects in the domain. Finally, follow-
ing Horacek (1997), the algorithm directly produces linguistic descriptions. Only
properties that rule out distractorsandwhich can be realized within the constraints
of the grammar are included in the final description. Here we take this extended
version of the incremental D & R algorithm as our starting point.
The two main advantages of the D & R algorithm (which are essentially kept
in the extensions of Krahmer & Theune) are its efficiency and its psychological
realism. The efficiency of the algorithm is illustrated by its complexity, which is
polynomial in time (Dale & Reiter 1995:247). Within the D & R algorithm there is
no backtracking: once a propertyp has been selected, it will be realised in the final
description, even if a property which is added later would render the inclusion of
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p redundant. This is partly responsible for the efficiency, but Dale & Reiter claim
that this is psychologically realistic because human speakers also often include
redundant modifiers in their referring expressions (where they refer to Pechmann
1989).
On the other hand, the D & R algorithm also has its limitations. See for ex-
ample Figure 2, where we want to single out one particular object in a domain
where all the objects have most properties in common. A distinguishing descrip-
tion by means of specifying the exact location of the object (“The fourth block
from the left in the third row”) or in terms of coordinates (“the block on position
(4,3)”) is respectively very inefficient or awkward to use in natural communica-
tion. Moreover such descriptions contradict the principle of Minimal Cooperative
Effort (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986) stating that both the speaker’s effort in pro-
ducing the description and the hearer’s effort in interpreting it should be minimal.
Correspondingly, the most natural way to denote a particular object in Figure 2
is to add a pointing act to its description (“this block”). In the remainder of this
paper, we describe the modifications and extensions required for the generation of
such multimodal referring expressions.
Figure 2: Disadvantage of the D & R algorithm
3 Empirical observations on multimodal object descriptions
In this section we discuss five rules for referring to objects in a multimodal setting,
derived from the empirical results reported by Beun & Cremers (1998) and Cre-
mers (1996). Beun & Cremers performed several experiments with Dutch subjects
in which one participant (the instructor) had to instruct another participant (the
builder) to make certain changes in a block building that was located in a shared
workspace. This implied that participants could both talk about and point to the
blocks in front of them. Below each of the rules is introduced and illustrated with
an example. The first rule is concerned within erently salient objects. Beun &
Cremers assume that an object is inherently salient if it is theonlyobject in the do-
main which has a particular property. They claim that inherently salient objects are
referred to byreduceddescriptions; i.e., descriptions which contain less properties
than are strictly speaking required to generate a fully distinguishing description.
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Rule 1 If the target object is inherently salient within the domain of
conversation, use reduced information.
According to Beun & Cremers’ definition, the object labeled∗ in Figure 3 is in-
herently salient, because it differs from the other objects by its color. Following
rule 1,∗ can therefore be referred to as “the block”, even though this description
is by itself not a distinguishing description since it is applicable to all the blocks.
*
Figure 3: “the block”
It is worth stressing that this is the only rule for which Beun & Cremers found
no significant evidence (due perhaps to the relatively small size of their corpus and
the sparseness of inherently salient objects within a given domain). Interestingly,
rule 1 is probably also the most controversial rule. Horacek (1997), for instance,
argues for the exact opposite: one should use the property that makes the object
inherently salient, even if it does not rule out distractors. For example: a single
pink elephant should be referred to as “the pink elephant” even when the contrast
set entirely consists of flamingos. Arguably, world knowledge (that elephants are
typically grey) plays an important role in this case, but not for the examples that
Beun & Cremers discuss. This suggests that the respective positions of Beun &
Cremers and Horacek do not really contradict each other, but apply to different
cases. However, more research is required to test this hypothesis.
Rule 2 If the target object is located in the current focus area use
only information that distinguishes the object from other objects in
the focus area.
This rule can be illustrated by Figure 4. Assume that speaker and hearer are cur-
rently focussed on the two left most blocks in Figure 4. Within such a focus space,
participants in the experiments of Beun & Cremers typically would describe the
block marked with a∗ simply as “the white block”, even though there is another
white block in the domain (but outside the current focus space).3
Rule 3 Use only information that distinguishes the target object from
other objects that would be suitable for use in carrying out the current
action.
This rule concerns functional expressions like “put the white blockin between” in
a situation in which there is only one object that fits in the intended space between
two black objects (see∗ in Figure 5). Notice that the referring expression crucially
3In fact, subjects typically producede witte(English: ‘the white (one)’). For the sake of simplicity,
we follow Dale (1992) here in assuming that “one” is used instead of a full head noun N when the
context of a description contains another NP whose head is also N.
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focus space︷ ︸︸ ︷
*
Figure 4: “the white block”
exploits the functional information expressed in the rest of the utterance. Only by
considering the action, a hearer can decide which white block the speaker is refer-
ring to. Since the algorithm we propose in this paper is solely aimed at producing
referring expressions and has no direct access to functional information expressed
by the entire utterance, this problem will not be dealt with here.
*
Figure 5: “put the white blockin between”
Rule 4 Use absolute features as much as possible and use relative
features only as necessary.
This rule is already implicit in the ordering of preferred attributes argued for by
Dale and Reiter (see section 2). In the situation of Figure 6, the D & R algorithm
would describe∗ as “the black black” (not includingsize), but∗∗would be referred
to as “the large white block”, since the inclusion ofwhite (an absolute property)
is not sufficient to rule out all distractors. For this, the relative propertylarge is
required.
* **
Figure 6:∗ “the black block”;∗∗ “the large white block”
Rule 5 If an explicit relatum is needed for referring to the target ob-
ject, choose as a relatum an object that is salient.4
4This rule is a slight generalization of Beun & Cremers, who do not discuss linguistic salience and
only mention relata which are inherently salient and/or in the focus of attention.
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In other words, if another object is needed to describe the target object, then
select one which is salient. An object can be salient for a number of reasons, for
instance because it has just been talked about (linguistic salience, see Krahmer &
Theune, 1999). Suppose that the black block in Figure 7 has just been talked about
and the grey block has not been mentioned. In that context,∗ is typically referred
to as “the white block next to the black one”.
*
Figure 7: “the white block next to the black one”
4 Main ingredients of the multimodal algorithm
In this section we describe the main novelties of our multimodal extension of the
D&R algorithm, based on the empirically motivated rules discussed above.
4.1 When to point?
According to the principle of Minimal Cooperative Effort (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs,
1986), a balance should be found between on the one hand the speaker’s effort to
produce a description and on the other hand the effort necessary for interpretation
of this description by the hearer. Hence we assume that the decision to use a
pointing act for distinguishing an object is determined by two factors: the effort of
pointing and the effort required for a full, linguistic description.
We assume that the effort of pointing is determined by two factors: the distance
to and the size of the target object. The trade-off between these factors has been
captured in Fitts’ law, the index of difficulty ID (Fitts, 1954). The index is com-
puted from the size of the target object and the distance between the object and the
position of the pointing device used, in our case the speaker’s hand. If this index
is below a certain (task and domain dependent) threshold (i.e., it is easy to point),
the algorithm includes a pointing act in the output.5




5Piwek et al. (1995:13) contains some suggestive evidence supporting this idea. They found that
builders are more likely to point than instructors. This might be explained by the fact that builders, by
the very nature of their task, are forced to touch the blocks anyway, implying that the distance between
their hands and the blocks is much smaller for builders than for instructors. Interestingly, there is also
a certain amount of individual variation in that some subjects point very frequently while others never
do. This suggests that the threshold is not only task and domain dependent, but also subjective.
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wherew is the width (or ‘size’) of the object and is the distance from the
pointing device to the object.
The second factor that contributes to the decision to point is the effort re-
quired for a purely linguistic description. Arguably, this effort is proportional
to the number of attributes and relations needed to generate a distinguishing
description. When the complexity of the linguistic description is above a certain
threshold, the linguistic description generated so far is discarded and a pointing
act is generated instead.6
Once a pointing act is included in a referring expression, we assume that the
distractor set is immediately emptied and the target object is uniquely identified (it
will be clear for the hearer which object is being referred to).7 Finally, if an object
cannot be uniquely identified in terms of a purely linguistic description, then the
algorithm similarly provides for a pointing act accompanied by a short and general
linguistic expression.
4.2 Computing the focus space
The second rule of Beun & Cremers described in section 3 concerns the objects in
the current focus space from which the target object should be distinguished. The
notion of a focus space is not only psychologically plausible, but is also beneficial
from a computational point of view. By defining the focus space as a subset of the
objects in the whole domain, the search space of the algorithm is reduced. In this
section we will first give an insight in how we define the current focus space using
an example, before we present a formal definition.
The focus space consists of the last mentioned objecto and the set of objects
directly related too (such as too’s left or right, belowo etc.). An objectd is
standing in a direct relation to an objecto if d is the closest object to for which
that particular relation holds. The set of objects related too can be illustrated with
Figure 8. If the object last mentioned is the black block, the focus space contains
three blocks as shown in the picture (the black block itself plus the two white
ones). The grey block to the right of the black block is excluded because there is a
closer block which is also to the right of the black block. Once the algorithm has
generated a referring expression for∗, the focus space needs to be updated. The
updated focus space contains∗ and the set of objects that are directly related to
6We have our doubt whether the approach which first tries to generate a complex description only
to discard it later in favor of a pointing act is psychologically realistic. In a sense, this problem is a
specific instance of the general problem of finding a solution which requires minimal effort (Zipf 1949).
Arguably, one needs to calculate the effort required foreachsolution to be able to determine which one
is minimal. And this process certainly is not minimal.
7Mariët Theune (p.c.) notes that less precise (i.e., non distinguishing) gestures could also be useful.
In particular, if all distractors close to the target object have been ruled out by the properties selected
so far, then adding such a less precise gesture pointing to the region which contains the target object
would also suffice. Such a gesture could typically also be used when the hand is relatively far away.
Rather then postulating an absolute threshold, it would be interesting to assign a “denotation” to point-
ing gestures: if the hand is close, the denotation will consist of few objects, if it is father away, the
denotation will consist of more objects.
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1st focus space︷ ︸︸ ︷
2nd focus space︷ ︸︸ ︷
*
Figure 8: “the white block to the right of the black one”
∗, which would be the black and the grey block. However, on a second note the
grey block seems rather far apart from the current focus. To be able to take into
account the relative distance between the objects in the domain of discourse, we
useperceptual grouping(Thorisson, 1994). Thorrison defines a proximity score
for the distance of each object in the domain to a particular objecto. The proximity






By setting a threshold to this fraction, we can exclude far away objects from the
focus space ofo. For example, consider Figure 8 again, and suppose, for the sake
of illustration, that we set the threshold to 0.5. In Figure 8, the distance between∗
and the black block is 1cm, the distance between∗ a d the white block to the left
of the black block is 1.5cm and the distance between∗ a d the grey block is 6cm.
Then the maximal distance in this domain is 6cm. By perceptual grouping with a
threshold of 0.5 this will result in the following fractions (for= ∗): 1/6 = 0.17
(d = black block),1.5/6 = 0.25 (d = leftmost white block) and6/6 = 1 (d =
grey block). Hence we can exclude the grey block from the focus space of∗.
Summarizing, the new, updated focus space contains∗ (the last mentioned
object) and the black block. In definition 2, the focus space of an objecto is
formally defined as the union of the objecto itself with the set of objects in the
domain that are closest too for any relation of a given type (withtype∈ { left of,
below, . . .}) and which are not ‘too far away’ in terms of perceptual grouping (with
F as defined above).
DEFINITION 2 (Focus space)
focusspace(o) = {o} ∪ {d ∈ D | relation(type, o, d) ∧¬∃d′ (relation(type, o, d′)
∧ (distance(o, d′) ≤ distance(o, d))) ∧F ≤ 0.5}
Notice that the target objectr need not be an element of the current focus
space around objecto. When it is not, we speak of afocus shift.
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4.3 A threedimensional notion of salience
As mentioned in section 2, Krahmer & Theune (1998, 1999) extended the D &
R algorithm with a linguistic notion of salience. As we have seen in the previous
section, other forms of salience are also relevant for the generation of referring ex-
pressions. In particular, objects can be inherently salient and/or they can be salient
because they are in the current focus space. To model these differences, we define
a threedimensional notion of salience. More precisely, each object in the domain
receives three salience weights, one indicating whether or not the object is linguis-
tically salient, one indicating whether it is inherently salient and one indicating
its focus space salience. The total salience weight of an object is determined by
taking the sum of the three separate salience weights (which is in line with the
observation of Beun & Cremers (1998:141) that an inherently salient object in the
current focus space is more salient than an inherently salient object outside the
focus space). Arguably, some forms of salience are more important than others.
We assume that linguistic context salience is primary, for instance, in the sense
that an objectr which was just described is more salient than an object which is
in the current focus space (i.e., close tor) but has not itself been mentioned so
far. In a similar vein, we take it that an object which is in focus is somewhat more
salient than an object which is inherently salient but falls outside of the current
focus space.
The first two rules of Beun & Cremers are immediately satisfied, when (fol-
lowing Krahmer & Theune 1998, 1999) we restrict the distractor set to objects
which are at least as salient as the target object. This implies that if the target ob-
ject is inherently salient and/or part of the focus space, this will generally lead to
a reduction of the distractor set (assuming that not all objects are equally salient)
and consequently fewer properties should suffice for emptying the distractor set.
Thus, when an object is inherently salient we can use reduced information. When
the target object is part of the current focus space (and is not linguistically salient),
the distractor set will typically consist of the other objects that are in the current
focus space, together with the objects that are linguistically salient. According to
the fifth rule, when a relatum is needed the algorithm will select the most salient
one.
Within the algorithm presented here, linguistic salience (L-salience) is mod-
elled as it is done by Krahmer & Theune (1999), who determine linguistic salience
on the basis of the ranking of forward looking centers according to centering the-
ory (Grosz et al, 1995) augmented with a notion of recency. Linguistic salience
weights range from 0 to 10 (maximum salience). In the initial state, every object
is assigned an L-salience weight 0. There are various ways to determine inherent
salience (I-salience); see Cremers (1996:24) for references and discussion. Here
we opt for a strong criterion, where an object is inherently salient only if for some
attribute it has a particular valueV1 while the other objects in the domain all have
a different valueV2 for that particular attribute. If an object is inherently salient, it
has a constant I-salience weight of 1. Finally, focus space salience (FS-salience)
is easily determined given definition 2. An object has an FS-salience weight of 2
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iff it is part of the current focus space.
Definition 3 calculates the salience weight of each objectd in a statesi as the
sum of the three kinds of salience associated withd in that state. In the initial
states0 (the beginning of the discourse) no object has been described and we
assume that there is no focus space. Thus, initially each object in the domain
has an L-salience and an FS-salience weight of zero. In this definition,Cf (Ui)
is the ordering of the forward looking centers ofUi (the sentence uttered at time
i) according to Centering Theory (Grosz et al. 1995). This ordering is such that
the syntactic subject ofUi is the most salient object (mapped to salience weight
10) followed by the indirect object (mapped to 9) and the other objects (mapped
to 8). Thus, more formally,level(di, 〈 d1, . . . , dn〉) = max(0, 11− i), where〈d1,
. . . , dn〉 is the ordered set of forward looking centers of the relevant utterance. If
an object is not mentioned inUi its salience weight is reduced with 1, unless it
is already 0. The FS-salience weight 2 is assigned to every objectd in the focus
space of objecto, whereo is the most recently described object (or, slightly more
general, the object with the highest L-salience).
DEFINITION 3 (Threedimensional Salience)
For each objectd ∈ D, the salience weight ofd in statesi is
salienceweight(d, si) = I-salience(d, si) + L-salience(d, si) + FS-salience(d, si)
where:
Linguistic Salience
L-salience(d, s0) = 0
L-salience(d, si+1) =
{
level(d, Cf (Ui)) if d ∈ Cf (Ui)
max(0, L-salience(d, si)− 1) otherwise
Focus Space Salience
FS-salience(d, s0) = 0
FS-salience(d, si+1) =
{







1 if objectd is inherently salient
0 otherwise
4.4 Linguistic Realization
So far we have not said much about the actual linguistic realization; here we make
up for this lack. To determine the form of the multimodal referring expressions we
inspected the corpus collected by Beun & Cremers. For starters, we can decide on
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the list of preferred attributes for the block domain used in their experiments. Table
1 contains the distribution of the attributes in 141 initial, distinguishing descrip-
tions from the corpus of Beun & Cremers. It is clear thatcolor is by far the most
attribute + Point − Point total
Color 38 42 80
Location 4 19 23
Shape 3 10 13
Type 5 8 13
None 11 1 12
Table 1: Selected attributes as a function of pointing acts.
preferred attribute in this domain. The attributetypeis the least preferred attribute
in this domain. This is not surprising since all objects in this domain are of the
block type, which makes this is very uninformative property. However, the D &
R algorithm stipulates thattypeshould always be included in the final description,
even if it is not discriminating. Table 1 clearly contradicts this. We conjecture that
it should not be thetypeattribute which is always included, but rather the most
preferred attribute for a particular domain.
In the (Dutch) corpus used in the various studies of Cremers, Beun and Piwek,
demonstrative determiners are preferred over articles. Piwek & Cremers (1996)
claim that Dutch proximate demonstratives (deze/dit; ‘this’) are preferred when
referring to objects which are relatively hard to access. The use of distal demon-
stratives (die/dat; ‘that’) is equally distributed over more and less accessible refer-
ents.8 Piwek & Cremers’ notion of accessibility can be defined for the purposes of






False if I-salience(r, si) = 0 ∨
L-salience(r, si) ≤ 8 ∨
FS-salience(r, si) = 0
True otherwise
The choice of determiner does not solely depend on the accessibility of the object,
also the occurence of a relatum or a pointing act is important. In the data from Beun
& Cremers’ corpus, proximate demonstratives are never used in combination with
a relatum, contrary to distal demonstratives. For the relatum itself a definite article
is used. On the other hand, the data from the experiments by Beun & Cremers show
that in all cases in which a proximate demonstrative is used it is accompanied by
a pointing act. A distal demonstrative in combination with a pointing act occurs
only in 35% of the cases in which a distal demonstrative is used. Piwek & Cremers
8We are aware of the fact that there are certain differences between English and Dutch where deter-
miners are concerned. Our algorithm, primarily based on Dutch data, formalizes the findings of Piwek
& Cremers for Dutch demonstratives. For the generation of English referring expressions, some minor
changes in the selection of determiners are required.
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(1996) conclude that distal demonstratives are preferred without a pointing act in
case they are used to refer to accessible entities.
In sum, the resulting algorithm generates a variety of ‘multimodal’ NPs where
the kind of NP is determined by the occurence of a pointing act, the presence or
absence of a relatum and the accessibility of the target object described in terms
of salience. In contrast to including thetype of the target object (as the D&R
algorithm stipulates) we include the most preferred attribute, which is in the block
domain the propertycolor.
5 Outline of the multimodal algorithm
In this section we present our expanded, multimodal version of the algorithms of
Dale & Reiter and Krahmer & Theune, simply calledmakereferring expression,
and illustrate it with two examples.9
5.1 Sketch of the algorithm
Before makereferring expressionis actually called, certain variables are ini-
tialised using the procedureinitialise. This procedure takes as input three argu-
ments, namely the target objectR for which a referring expression should be gen-
erated, the current focus spaceFS and the current stateS. The first variable which
is initialised isSWlist. This is a list of all the objects in the domain, ordered with
respect to their salience weights.PA list is a list with the attribute-value pairs of
the objectR, ordered according to human preference. InPR list all the relations of
R with other objects in the domain are listed (next to, on top of, below, etc.), or-
dered by the salience weights of the relata.Accessis a boolean variable depending
on the three kinds of salience ofR. RemDistis the set of objects from whichRhas
to be distinguished, containing all the objects with a salience weight higher than
or equal to the salience weight ofR. Finally makereferring expressionis called
to generate a distinguishing expression for the target objectR with the relevant,
initialized parameters. Notice that the stateS is also passed on as a parameter.
This is required for the generation of relata, where all the relevant parameters need
to be re-initialised for the generation of the relatum. We assume that the param-
etersS and theFS are both updated by the main generation algorithm (hosting
makereferring expression)as soon as it has produced a complete utterance.
initialise(R,FS,S)
SW list = generatesalienceweights(R,FS,S)
PA list = preferredproperties(R)




9Krahmer & Theune’s modified version of the D & R algorithm has been implemented. We are
currently working on extending this implementation to include the multimodal additions described in
this section.
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In makereferring expressionit is first determined whether pointing toR does not
require too much effort. For this the functionindexof difficulty is used (see defi-
nition 1), and if this index is below a certain threshold, a pointing act is included.
If this is the case, theRemDistlist is emptied, and an accompanying linguistic ex-
pression is put together by including the most preferred property ofR. Finally, the
appropriate determiner is inserted and the resulting tree is returned. If the effort of
pointing is too high (the boolean variablePoint is False), the algorithm first tries
to find properties that rule out objects in theR mDistlist; calling find properties
results inTree1. If all the properties ofR are considered and theRemDiststill
contains objects from whichR is not distinguished, the algorithm selects the first
relation on thePR list which rules out distractors. If a relation between the target
objectR and a (salient) relatumR′ is selected, then the algorithm also has to gen-
erate a referring expression forR′. For this purpose the main algorithm is called
again, but now withR′ as input (initialise (R′, FS, S)). The resulting description
for R′ is stored inTree2, after whichTree1andTree2are combined resulting in
Treeand the booleanRelatum(indicating whether or not a relatum was needed
for the generation ofR) is set toTrue. If no relation was needed to empty the
RemDistlist, only Tree1is stored inTree. As argued in section 4.1, two factors
contribute to the decision to point, namely the effort of pointing and the effort of a
linguistic description. The second factor is modelled in the algorithm by counting
the required properties and attributes included in the description ofR under con-
struction. If this number is above a certain Threshold, the algorihm classifies the
linguistic description (stored inTree) as too complex and discards it in favour of a
pointing act. Finally, withincludemostpreferredproperty, Treeis enriched with
the most preferred property ofR if this property was not already present inTree.
(Notice that this marks a difference from the Incremental Algorithm for those do-
mains whereTypeis not the most preferred attribute.) Finally, withnsert det(see
below) a determiner is added toTreeand the complete description is returned.
make referring expression(R,FS,PAlist,PR list,RemDist,Access,S)
Point= index of difficulty(R)
if (Point == true) RemDist= [ ]
if (Point == false)
Tree1= find properties(R,PAlist,RemDist)
if (RemDist 6= [ ])
Tree2= find relations(R,FS,PRlist,RemDist,S)
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Tree= insert det(R,Tree,Access,Point,Relatum)
return Tree
The functionsfind propertiesandfind relationsare (minimal variants of) functions
found in Dale & Reiter (1995) and Krahmer & Theune (1999) respectively. The
function find propertiesdetermines which properties of thePA list rule out any
of the remaining distractors and should therefore be included in the referring ex-
pression ofR, essentially as it is done in the Incremental Algorithm. The function
find relations looks for relations ofR to be included in the referring expression,
in essentially the same way as for properties. The functioninsert detdetermines
which determiner to add to the tree generated by the algorithm according to the
Dutch data of Beun & Cremers (1998) and the rules for Dutch proposed by Piwek
& Cremers (1996). When the referring expression forR contains no relatum, a
pointing act is included and the object is inaccessible (it has a low salience weight),
then a proximate demonstrative is inserted. A distal is used when the referring ex-
pression includes a pointing gesture or when the referent is accessible. In all other
cases a definite article is selected.
5.2 Worked example
We end our presentation of the multimodal algorithm by discussing an example
in which a sequence of two generated referring acts is considered. In the initial
situation in Figure 9 below, there is no focus space, no inherently salient object
and no linguistic salience. The salience weights of all the objects in the domain of
conversation are zero. The task is to refer to∗. The algorithm includes a pointing
act because the index of difficulty for pointing to this object is below the threshold
C. At this point, all distractors are ruled out. Next, the relevant value of the most
preferred attribute is added (color). A proximate demonstrative determiner is cho-
sen on the basis of the values of three boolean variables:Point = True, Access=
False(since all objects are equally non-salient) andRelatum= False. The algo-




Figure 9: “this black block”
In the follow-up situation, presented in Figure 10, the focus space is updated
(in the way defined above) and indicated by the curly bracket. Now the previ-
ously described object (the black one) is the only object in the domain with a
non-zero linguistic salience weight. Within the focus space the black block has
a total salience weight of 12 (10 for maximal linguistic salience plus 2 for focus
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space salience) and both the white blocks have a salience weight of 2. The task is
to refer to∗, and the distractor set contains all the objects with a salience weight
higher than or equal to the target object (in this particular example, the distractor
set coincides with the focus space). Because the hand is too far away from∗, the
index of difficulty is above the threshold and no pointing act is generated. Instead,
the algorithm enters thefind propertiesroutine. The algorithm adds the preferred
property (color) to distinguish∗ from the black block in the focus space. No other
properties can be used to rule out the other white block. So, next the function
find relations is called. The function first tries the relation with the most salient
relatum (the first element of thePR list: the left-of relation between∗ and the
black block. Including this relation does empty the distractor set: the remaining
white block in the distractor set does stand in the left-of relation to a black block,
but that one falls outside the focus space and thus has a zero salience weight. The
algorithm generates a description for the relatum: “the black one”. This descrip-
tion is inserted in the description for∗. Finally, a distal demonstrative determiner





Figure 10: “that white block to the left of the black one”
6 Concluding remarks
As noted in section 2, Dale & Reiter’s Incremental Algorithm has two attractive
properties: it is computionally attractive and psychologically realistic. To what
extent has our proposed algorithm inherited these properties? Given that our ex-
tensions are to a large extent motivated by empirical research, the current algorithm
can be claimed to model the way humans refer to objects in a multimodal setting.
In this respect, the multimodal algorithm presented here is as psychologically re-
alistic as Dale & Reiter’s. It arguably also captures more of the variety found in
human object references than the Incremental Algorithm does. The original Incre-
mental Algorithm is efficient (polynomial) because there is no possibility of back-
10Recall that the algorithm is currently aimed at generating Dutch descriptions (die witte links van de
zwarte). The use of a distal demonstrative determiner is probably less natural for English. See Piwek
& Cremers 1996 for discussion.
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tracking, there can be no ‘wrong’ decisions. Unfortunately, as soon as we include
relations, this property cannot be kept: the generation of relational descriptions is
NP complete (see e.g., Krahmer et al. 2001). In general, there is no guarantee that
we always immediately select the right relatum, so either backtracking or multiple
embeddings may be required. However, two factors should be noted. First, the use
of salience guides the search for a relatum. In particular, following the empirical
findings of Beun & Cremers, only salient relata are chosen, which in most cases
offers a substantial reduction of the search space. Second, we define an upper
bound to the number of properties and relations which can be included in the final
description. When this maximum value is reached, the tree under construction is
discarded and a pointing act is included. Fortunately, as soon as such an upper
bound is defined, we regain polynomial complexity (see e.g., van Deemter 2001).
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